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PCHS makes Services Accessible
during the Pandemic

Message
from the
CEO
As the new Coronavirus, COVID-19, is spreading around the
world and having a dramatic impact on people, communities,
and businesses around the world, our number one priority
is the health and safety of our workers and the community
where we live in and work. We are taking all possible
measures to ensure the well-being of all and constantly
monitoring the situation.

Here’s how are dealing with COVID-19 pandemic at PCHS:
• Face 2 Face services: PCHS continues to provide Langar on
Wheels services by serving the frail seniors
by delivering freshly cooked food at their door steps.
• Virtual services: We are providing Mental Health and
addictions counselling as well as case
management virtually.
• Ramped up services: PCHS values staff safety and wellness
and we go an extra mile to ensure PPE’s
and wellness measures for staff.
• New Services: We have started PCHS youth hub to provide
Mental health, addictions and career
related services to the Youth.
Community Generosity Continues to support PCHS
• DJ evening: PCHS foundation hosted Langar on Wheels
Fundraiser live DJ on Facebook on April 25th,
6 pm.
• Individual donors are supporting: We are getting support
from the community by donations from
individual donors
• Donations through website: Help us serve the community
better by donating now on our website:
http://pchs4u.com/campaigns/donate-now/donate/

Baldev Mutta

https://www.paypal.com/donate/?token=E_
lW9F78m6cRxRx0-_g2-Yy7H2o8TflLqW9eI9Uq_Xn2oFzxLb6IyPUiveedCbm-TDTaW&country.x=CA&locale.
x=CA
• Radiothon: PCHS has organized a ‘Radiothon’ with an
objective to endorse and aid the cause of
‘Langar on Wheels’ program, which will be broadcast on Sur
Sagar Radio on Frequency 960 AM,
April 10th, 2020, The Good Friday.
Clients Testimonials:
“You change people and you do not even know how big a
good deed that is. Here is an example of your good
work - ‘I HAVE TAKEN AWAY THE POWER I HAD
GIVEN PEOPLE TO PUSH MY BUTTONS INTO
ANGER AND
DRINKING’. A lot of credit for this change goes to Mr.
Mutta’s videos and your constant motivation and faith
in me.”
“I am grateful to Manjeet Sahota who has been my parent’s
personal support worker for more than a year.
She is very reliable and hardworking individual with a great
work ethic. During this COVID-19 pandemic she
goes to stores sometimes to buy them groceries, for which we
are thankful to her and upon arrival takes the
appropriate measures to ensure my parents are safe. My
parents feel comfortable with her as she has a
charming and compassionate personality.” --Suman Dhillon

Phone: 905-677-0889, Fax: 905-677-9141
www.pchs4u.com
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Langar
on
Wheels

As a social service provider we cannot step back from
our duty and we cannot afford to abandon our clients
who count upon us and look forward to PCHS for a
helping hand as always. We have been continuing to
provide Mental health, addictions and social services
online, but our unique ‘Langar on Wheels’ program
continues as an in-person services. We believe that
taking care of our seniors is our primary responsibility
as they are the ones who walked before us and have
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given us so much and made possible the life we enjoy.
PCHS keeps the staff safety and wellness as the top
priority. We ensure all PPE’s and safety measures while
delivering food. We also take into account the social
distancing measures amidst of the pandemic.
We value our clients!

Would you like to potentially help
improve services for women in Peel
region diagnosed with breast cancer?

If your treatment included breast cancer day surgery
in Peel region you may be eligible to PARTICIPATE IN
AN INTERVIEW. The purpose of this interview is to
learn about your healthcare experiences after being
diagnosed with Breast cancer.

Participants will receive a $25 gift card &
parking/transit costs are reimbursed.
To learn more about this research project, please contact
Elizabeth Mansfield at the Institute for Better Health by email
Elizabeth.Mansfield@thp.ca or by phone at 416-450-5652.
You may also contact Nafeesa Jalal by email
at contact@nafeesajalal.com
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PCHS is loved back!
TO PCHS through OUR CASE
MANAGER SMT JAGDEEP
Feedback from a Client - No Complaint, No Grievance n without prejudice.
“TOMORROW IS NEVER PROMISED ----- SO LOVE AND APPRECIATE THE PEOPLE IN
YOUR LIFE TODAY.” It is amply true in the case of PCHS who in these trying circumstances has been
maintaining an uninterrupted supply of healthy food to its Clients.
We salute the most dedicated volunteers who in spite of all odds have been performing the job in a very
graceful and efficient manner.
The Chef - responsible for preparing delicious and healthy food - as well as the staff for their efficient
handling of the current situation also deserves a word of appreciation. The present Case Manager Smt
Jagdeep has been boosting the morale of Clients by contacting them on Phone every now and then and
making every effort to make them feel relaxed must be placed on record. Beautiful Deeds done with
honest intentions should be abundantly rewarded.
“FAITH IN GOD IS THE BEST MEDICINE.” May His love/blessings inspire us always and shower us
with His abundant blessings.
Now some observations:
I. For the first time since 2014 when we got attached to PCHS through the good offices of the then Case
Manager Nirpal, we were served with a very tasty and healthy sweet dish - a highly welcome step.
ii. After a very long time, we received one plate of our and North India’s favorite dish Kari-Chawal. Highly
appreciative.
It appears that all this is being done in an effort to make Clients - mostly seniors, disabled and financially
depressed - comfortable in the current environments. Better if it is continued in the future too and
included as part of the regular menu.
GREAT AND WELCOME THINGS/EVENTS TAKE TIME -- NEVER GIVE UP.
Dr. R. K. Gupta
Bsc (Engg A1C), M.A, DHMS
Dip in French/German (all in India)
105/1 Knightsbridge Rd, Brampton.
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ONTARIO SEXUAL
ASSAULT CENTRES
WHAT SEXUAL
VIOLENCE COSTS
CANADA EACH YEAR:

$4.8B

OUR
IMPACT:
TOOK
48,226
CRISIS LINE
CALLS

SUPPORTED
16,550
SURVIVORS OF
SEXUAL
VIOLENCE
PROVIDED
2,985
PREVENTION
EDUCATION EVENTS

#ONTARIOSACS
#WEBELIEVESURVIVORS
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PCHS makes Services
Accessible during the
Aaminah
Khan
Pandemic

Research Assistant Ca-CBT Project

This pandemic has come as a shock to many people across
the world, no one anticipated staying in their homes for this
long. Everyone has had to make adjustments to cope in these
difficult times. The employees at PCHS have taken many steps
to ensure that their clients are supported and have access to
PCHS services. One of the programs that have had to adapt
very quickly is The Langar on Wheels program. They made
adjustments immediately to make sure they follow the social
distancing protocol while providing fresh meals to frail seniors
who rely on this service.
Harindar Sahota, Supervisor, Addictions team at PCHS explains
how they have had to adapt their services to meet client needs
during this pandemic. “In the beginning, it was a new experience
from the staff perspective as we are not used to working
remotely,” he explains. But he and his staff quickly adapted and
began to support their clients in new ways. The addictions team
has successfully moved the alcohol dependence, substance and
anger management, opioid, and relapse prevention groups to
Zoom and teleconference meetings. He further added that they
were able to set up telephonic and virtual appointments of their
clients with the addiction specialists for their addiction medicine
prescriptions and maintenance therapy treatment. Harinder and
his team have also developed videos to provide information on
topics such as stress management and relapse prevention that are
available on the PCHS website and the PCHS Facebook page.
They are continuing to develop more videos to share that will be
available in English, Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu and Malayalam.
Amal Murtaja, Manager, Settlement Program has also made
videos for clients that are available on the PCHS website and
Facebook page. These videos inform clients on topics such as
how to complete the intake process and how to get support
from settlement services and crisis support services. These
videos are currently available in English and Arabic and will be
available Punjabi, Hindi, and Urdu soon. Amal and her team
recognize that for newcomers this pandemic can be especially
difficult as they may not know where to get necessary resources.
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They have taken an active role to make sure that clients are
connected to accurate sources of information regarding
COVID-19.
Seema Vankayala, Case Manager, Family Enhancement program,
has made herself available 24/7 to be flexible for her clients
so they can speak to her when they are comfortable and have
privacy from others. She has also made her available through
messaging for clients who do not feel comfortable speaking
on the phone in their home. In normal circumstances, Seema
provides her clients with a safety plan in addition to work they
would do as part of their care plan, however, in this situation,
she recognizes it would be difficult for her clients to do that
work. This is why she has made herself available 24 hours a
day to provide emotional support to her clients. Seema has also
taken on additional clients referred from a community partner
organization. Due to the increased stress the pandemic has
brought, Seema has gone above and beyond to be available for
her clients.
Akansha Sharma, Case Manager, Better Families, continues to
support her clients’ one on one, often checking in with parents
and children. She has focused on connecting her youth clients
to self-help resources to provide them with strategies to cope
with stressors. She had encouraged them to attend webinars that
are directed at youth and specifically addressing coping strategies
for the pandemic. In addition, she calls to remind parents who
attend the parenting group to tune into the parenting group
Facebook live stream. Parents who have attended have really
engaged the new virtual format and have been suggesting topics
they want to discuss for the next meeting.
The PCHS staff across all programs have risen to the challenges
caused by this pandemic and are supporting their clients in more
ways than they ever have. They understand the new challenges
their clients are facing and they continue to work hard to
connect clients to resources and information that they can use
during this difficult time.

Stress
Management
Techniques
The outbreak of coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) may be stressful for people. Stress
during an infectious disease outbreak can include
Fear and worry about your own health and the
health of your loved ones, Changes in sleep or
eating patterns, Difficulty sleeping or concentrating,
Worsening of chronic health problems, Worsening
of mental health conditions and Increased use of
alcohol, tobacco or other drugs. Everyone reacts
and cope differently to stressful situations.
Negative Coping:
Using alcohol, drugs, gambling and smoking are
negative ways to deal with stress.
Drinking alcohol reduces stress for a short time
because it relaxes your muscles, but being dependent
on alcohol to feel better leads to addiction and
social problems.
Positive Coping:
1) Write for 10-15 minutes a day
• Write about the things that are bothering you and
how they made you feel
• Keep a journal of your thoughts and feelings
• This will help you find out what is causing you
stress and help you cope
2) Exercise
• Regular exercise is one of the best ways to manage

stress
• A 30 minute walk, yoga, gym
• Keep yourself active
3) Deep breathing techniques: 4-7-8 Breathing
• To start, put one hand on your belly and the other
on your chest as in the belly breathing exercise.
• Take a deep, slow breath from your belly, and
count to 4 as you breathe in.
• Hold your breath, and silently count from 1 to 7.
• Breathe out completely as you silently count from
1 to 8. Try to get all the air out of your lungs by the
time you count to 8.
4) Meditation
• Repeat a word, sound, phrase, or prayer
Examples: “one”, “peace”, “Waheguru”
• Sit quietly in a comfortable position
• Close your eyes, relax your muscles, and breathe
slowly
• Try not to think about everyday thoughts that
come to mind
5) Express your feelings with someone you can talk
to
6) Keep yourself distracted from stressors and
focus on your priorities
7) Create goals (long term and short term)
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PCHS on

Langar on Wheels Fundraiser
April 25, 2020
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R E SE A RCH ON EMPL OY MEN T EQ U I T Y F OR SOU T H
AS IAN IM MIGRAN T C OMM UN I T I ES I N T O RO NT O
The Council of Agencies Serving South Asians (CASSA) is
leading a community based research project on the
employment needs of South Asian immigrant communities in
Toronto. The initiative is funded by United Way Greater
Toronto. The three-year project focuses on the employment
needs, barriers and recommendations for employment equity
for South Asian immigrant communities in Toronto. The project
will develop recommendations for public policy changes and
business process improvements.

We are launching our survey!
WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU
Send the survey link to your networks
Let us attend your community/cultural event
Advertise/distribute our flyer
We can do a presentation/workshop/booth at your agency
Tell us how we can better reach your community

Complete the survey now!
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/EmploymentEquityCASSA
PARTICIPANTS GET A $10 TIM HORTONS GIFT CARD!
Questions? Contact mathura@cassa.on.ca
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EPIC

Account ng
a social enterprise

ACCOUNTING & BOOKKEEPING SERVICES

FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Financial credibility of an organization is
established when required ﬁnancial
activities are performed and tracked by
dedicated and skilled ﬁnance personnel
through customized software that are
compliant with accounting standards.
Grant analysis and year-end ﬁnancial
statements with fair presentation of
accounts provide ﬁnancial health of an
organization and enable management,
stakeholders and decision makers to
analyze data for reporting and
sustainability.
Human Endeavour can help achieve
these objectives through a range of cost
effective services and training to nonproﬁts and Seniors Active Living
Centres.

ABOUT US

Human Endeavour is a non-proﬁt
organization serving 3500+ clients from
diverse communities and age groups in
York Region & Simcoe County.
Our areas of focus are seniors wellness,
community building, settlement services,
skills training and social enterprising.

ACCOUNTING &
BOOKKEEPING
Regularbookkeeping
Year-endfinancialstatements
Supportinfinancialaudit
Supportingrantauditbythefundingagency
Grantanalysisi.e.customizedbudgetand
actualfinancialreports
Accountsreceivable/payable
Bankandcreditcardaccountsreconciliation
Payrollpreparation,sourcedeductionsfiling
Paystub,T4,T4A&RoEpreparation
Publicservicebodies'rebate

TRAINING

BasicBookkeeping
MicrosoftExcel
QuickBooks
Customizedtrainingtosuityourfinancial
managementrequirements
905.553.9291

Epic.Accounting@HumanEndeavour.org
Innovation in Health, Economic and Social Solutions

439GlenkindieAve.VaughanONL6A2A2
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